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Abstract
In this work, we present our first simulation results on the start-up, functioning and stopping (dry-out) of the multi-branch
pulsating heat pipe (PHP) accounting for the fluid-tube thermal interaction and bubble generation (boiling). A theoretical model that
generalizes an earlier proposed approach is described. It is shown that the account of tube heat conduction changes substantially the
simulated PHP behavior. In particular, in the presence of tube heat conduction, the simulated PHP cannot provide stable oscillations
without bubble generation. While the bubble generation may not be directly involved in the development of first oscillations, its
role is crucial in preventing the oscillations halt. The mechanism of the oscillation sustainment by bubble generation is discussed.
The PHP simulation shows basic phenomena of bubble interaction and regimes observed experimentally in transparent PHPs. The
PHP ceases functioning when the evaporator power is larger than a threshold. The liquid films are evaporated so the evaporator
dries out completely and the oscillations stop; the evaporator temperature rises steeply.
Keywords: pulsating heat pipe, oscillation, liquid films, phase change, simulation

1. Introduction
Pulsating (or oscillating) heat pipe (PHP) is a simple capillary tube bent into branches meandering between hot and cold
spots and partially filled with a two-phase, usually single component working fluid. During PHP functioning, a moving pattern of multiple vapor bubbles separated by liquid plugs forms
spontaneously inside the tube. Because of their simplicity and
high performance, PHP’s are often considered as highly promising [1]. Their industrial application is however limited because
the functioning of PHPs is not completely understood; the absence of calculation tools that would allow their dimensioning
is a substantial obstacle to their development.
During the last decade, researchers have extensively studied
PHP [2, 3]. It has been observed by many researchers that the
main flow pattern inside the PHP is the slug flow, i.e. the flow
of the “Taylor bubbles” where the gas is surrounded by liquid
films. A major part of mass exchange occurs on their interface
with the vapor like in the conventional heat pipes. Since the
mass exchange provides both a moving force for the oscillations
and the heat exchange, the films are extremely important for the
PHP functioning.
Because of complex bubble and plug interactions and nonstationary dynamics, correlation-based system level approaches
fail to predict the heat transfer in multi branch PHP and its direct numerical simulation seems to be the only possibility. One
dimensional (1D) simulation models is the best choice because
they are the simplest and at the same time are capable to de∗ Corresponding
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scribe the relevant physical phenomena. The pioneering approach [4] introduced basic principles for the 1D modeling. The
PHP meander was represented by a straight tube with periodic
boundary conditions; the evaporator, adiabatic and condenser
sections followed each other sequentially. A coherent thermodynamic description of vapor has been introduced. The vapor
was described as a compressible ideal gas which allowed its
spring-like action. The heat conduction in the liquid plugs has
been introduced. The imposed fixed temperatures T c , T e at the
internal tube walls were assumed. Periodic oscillations were
encountered. However, their amplitude was weak (smaller than
the evaporator size), which contradicts the experimentally observed behavior.
One knows that the strongest heat and mass exchange occurs from thin liquid films. The films with uniform thickness
δ f , but varying length were introduced into the modeling [5]
of the simplest, single branch PHP so that a partial evaporator
dry-out could be described. The introduction of the heat conduction inside the tube walls [6] enabled the fluid-solid thermal
interaction. The latter is quite important because it accounts for
such effects as e.g. transfer of the heat from hot liquid plugs to
the walls, heat accumulation in the solid and its later reinjection into the fluid. Besides, much realistic imposed heat power
thermal boundary conditions become possible to simulate. The
approach [6] has been reused with some improvements by another group [7] without correcting the crucial default in the
model [6]: unlike [4], the vapor heat exchange was described
with an inconsistent equation (cf. [8]), without which it was apparently impossible to obtain large amplitude oscillations. The
vapor phase modeling problem has been analyzed and a new,
“film evaporation/condensation model” (FEC) has been developed [9] for the single branch PHP. The FEC model is deprived
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Nomenclature

λ heat conductivity [W/(m K)]
φ volume fraction of liquid in PHP
ρ density [kg/m3]

c specific heat at constant pressure [J/(kg K)]
D heat diffusivity [m2 /s]
d tube inner diameter [m]
hlv latent heat [J/kg]
L length [m]
M total number of bubbles or plugs
m mass of vapor [kg]
N total number
Nu Nusselt number
P power [W]
p pressure; pi : in the bubble i [Pa]
q heat flux [W/m2 ]
S cross-section area [m2 ]
T temperature [T i : of vapor] [K]
t time [s]
U heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2 K)]
x, X abscissa measured along the PHP tube [m]

Superscripts
l left
r right
Subscripts
c condenser
e evaporator
f liquid film
f b feed back section (vertical in Fig. 1)
i bubble or plug identifier
l liquid
m meniscus
next next bubble
nucl nucleation
p PHP spatial period
sat at saturation
t total
thr threshold
v vapor
w internal tube wall

Greek symbols
∆ difference
δ thickness [m]

rameters. It has been shown that the tube thermal properties
considerably influence the single branch PHP start-up.
The main problem of the published up to now PHP modeling results is that they fail to describe even qualitatively the
usual bubble patterns observed experimentally. This paper presents our first results of multibranch PHP simulation accounting for the fluid-tube thermal interaction and bubble generation
(boiling) with the same boundary conditions as in Ref. [16]:
fixed Pe and T c . The in-house CASCO software (French abbreviation for Code Avancé de Simulation du Caloduc Oscillant:
advanced PHP simulation code, cf. Fig. 1) has been used for
simulations. The gravity is switched off; the discussed below
simulations thus correspond to the horizontal PHP orientation.

of the above mentioned shortcomings and truthfully reproduces
the experimental behavior both qualitatively and quantitatively,
at least for the single branch PHP [9–11]. The FEC model has
been generalized later to the multi-branch PHP [12] with the
imposed temperatures T c , T e of the internal tube walls. An alternative film description where the film is divided by the equal
length pieces of variable thickness has been introduced [13].
Within such an approach, it is also possible to describe the evaporator dry-out [14]. The bubble generation has been introduced
by the same group, which is an important step forward. Indeed,
such an approach is much heavier computationally as one needs
to in addition to liquid plugs, discretize the liquid films. Probably for this reason, the wall temperature was assumed to be
constant. The oscillation amplitude was small with respect to
the evaporator size.
The main issue in the multi branch PHP is the oscillation
start-up that one needs to master to develop reliable PHP for
industrial needs. Because of multitude of parameters that may
be relevant, it is a difficult task. For this reason, we began the
start-up study with applying the FEC model to the simplest, single branch PHP [15, 16]. First, the start-up has been studied for
the stepwise variation of the temperature T w of the internal tube
wall (simply “wall” in the following for brevity) from T c to T e
[15]. It has been found that the dimensionless control parameters for the start-up depended crucially on δ f . The start-up in
the presence of the tube heat conduction and the fluid-wall heat
exchange has been considered in the subsequent work [16]. A
constant homogeneously distributed heat power Pe applied to
the evaporator has been simulated while the wall temperature
T c in the condenser was fixed. It has been found that the nonzero tube conduction completely changes the start-up criteria.
In particular, they become independent of the liquid film pa-

2. FEC model with tube heat conduction
The simulation is based on the FEC model for the closed
loop PHP described earlier [12]. The PHP meandering tube
consisting of a sequence of different PHP sections is projected
to a straight axis x. One PHP spatial unit of the length L p =
2La + Lc + Le is assumed to contain the sections in the following order: evaporator, adiabatic, condenser, and again adiabatic.
The point x = 0 coincides with the beginning of evaporator
(Fig. 1). Lt = N p L p + L f b is the total PHP length, where L f b
represents the length of the feedback section (shown vertical in
Fig. 1). The periodic boundary conditions are imposed in such a
way that the local values for all the variables at the points x and
x + Lt are the same for any x; the train of bubbles moves along
an infinite axis. Within such a description, the coordinate Xil of
the left meniscus of the bubble i is always smaller than that of
its right meniscus Xir ; the bubble order does not change during
their motion. The total number M of bubble-plug couples may
2

9. Bubble of the length Lnucl is generated at any point x inside the plug i if the local superheating exceeds a nucleation barrier, T w (x) − T sat (pl ) > ∆T nucl , where pl =
l
pi + (pi,next − pi )(x − Xir )/(Xi,next
− Xir ) is the local liquid pressure assumed to vary linearly along a plug. The
nucleation barrier ∆T nucl depends strongly on the surface
properties. It is assumed to be constant.
Dry spot

Liquid films inside vapor bubble

x

Note that unlike earlier bubble generation approaches, there are
no preferential nucleation sites in the model.
The general algorithm and the structure of the CASCO code
have been already discussed [12]. We describe here only the
features that have to be changed in order to implement the fluidwall heat exchange.
To simulate as precisely as possible the dry wall area under
the conditions where T w varies in space, a notion of the effective evaporator needs to be introduced. It is a part of the wall
within the bubble i which is either dry (i.e. uncovered by the
film) or along which T w exceeds T sat (pi ). In the latter case, the
film might be currently continuous but will rupture next time
moment. There may be several effective evaporators per bubble and, accordingly, several film pairs formed by the right and
left films. The number of effective evaporators is denoted Ne,i .
The left and right film edge positions (i.e. those of triple conr,k
tact lines) are denoted with X l,k
f,i and X f,i for the kth effective

Liquid plug

0

Figure 1: The PHP geometry pictured by the PHP Viewer postprocessor of the
CASCO software. Thin liquid films (in violet) cover the internal tube walls inside of the vapor bubbles, except of the dry spot areas (white). The liquid plugs
are shown in blue. The wall temperature is shown with the color varying from
blue to red; its scale is indicated at the top. The round turns are not pictured for
simplicity; black lines just connect equivalent points which correspond to the
extreme points of each turn.

change in time because of bubble generation, coalescence and
disappearance. The liquid plug which is the right neighbor to
the bubble i is identified with the same index i. The left end of
l
l
l
the plug is thus Xir and the right is Xi,next
, where Xi,next
= Xi+1
l
l
unless i = M, in which case Xi,next = X1 + Lt .
The following main assumptions are used:

l,1
evaporator, cf. Fig. 2. The following inequalities Xil ≤ Xe,i
≤
l,N

l,N

r,N

r,N

r,1
r,1
e,i
≤ X f,i e,i ≤ X f,i e,i ≤ Xe,i e,i ≤ Xir
X l,1
f,i ≤ X f,i ≤ Xe,i ≤ · · · ≤ Xe,i
are thus satisfied and should be enforced numerically to provide
the correct film management. The film dynamics is described
by the equations that interpret the assumptions 1-4,

1. Bubble and film (if any) occupy all the tube cross-section
in the bubbles; liquid occupies all the tube within the liquid plugs (no dispersed flow).
2. The film is of the fixed thickness δ f defined a posteriori
by the average plug velocity during the established oscillations by using a formula conventional for the Taylor
bubble film as described in [15].
3. The films are deposited by the receding meniscus and
“eaten up” by the advancing meniscus.
4. Film evaporation leads to the reduction of the film area;
the film condensation causes its increase unless it is impossible (e.g. no dry area in the bubble; cf. assumption
2). In the latter case the condensed mass is equally distributed between the neighboring liquid plugs to provide
the fluid mass conservation.
5. The films may be partially or completely evaporated in
the evaporator or adiabatic section. The film evaporation
rate is proportional to the film area and to the local superheating.
6. There is evaporation from each meniscus. Its rate is proportional to the local superheating at the meniscus position.
7. Vapor obeys the ideal gas equation of state and may be
overheated [10], liquid is incompressible.
8. Bubbles and plugs disappear when their length becomes
smaller than a small threshold, Lthr ; a threshold mass mthr
is defined for a bubble.
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Figure 2: Geometry of the effective evaporators and condensers.
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where the dot means the time derivative. According to the assumption 5, the vapor mass change of the ith bubble caused by
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the evaporation of right and left films of the kth effective evaporator are defined by the expressions

Table 1: Parameters used for the simulation.

Lengths of zones
Number of turns
Feedback length
Filling ratio
Inner diameter
Outer diameter
Condenser temperature
Fluid
Tube material
Time step
Tube mesh size
Film thickness
Threshold length
Nucleated bubble length

r,k

ṁr,k
f e,i

ZXe,i
U f πd
(T w (x) − T sat,i )dx,
=
hlv

(3)

X r,k
f ,i
l,k

ṁl,k
f e,i

U f πd
=
hlv

ZX f ,i
(T w (x) − T sat,i )dx,

(4)

l,k
Xe,i

where T sat,i = T sat (Pi ) and U f ∼ λl /δ f within a coefficient of
the order unity [9]. The vapor mass change of the ith bubble
caused by the condensation in the kth effective condenser is
 l,k
Xe,i


R




(T w (x) − T sat,i )dx, k = 1





Xil





X l,k


U
πd
f
 Re,i
k
ṁ f c,i =
(5)
(T w (x) − T sat,i )dx, 1 < k ≤ Ne,i


hlv 

r,k−1

X

e,i



r


RXi




(T w (x) − T sat,i )dx, k = Ne,i + 1



X r,k−1

3. Simulation results
One may distinguish different regimes of PHP functioning:
start-up, steady oscillations, dry-out. It is well known that there
are many internal events occurring in the PHPs. They are reproduced by simulation as described below. CASCO provides
management of the following events occurring with vapor bubbles and liquid plugs: bubble generation, disappearance of bubbles and plugs, dry spot growth and disappearance. The bubble
disappearance occurs according to the assumption 8 when a liquid plug overtakes another plug. The vapor pressure grows and
fast condensation occurs. A composite long plug forms. Its
mass and velocity is determined from the mass and momentum
conservation [12]. The bubble is deleted together with all variables associated with it; the current time step is recalculated
with a smaller number of equations. Bubbles disappear mainly
in the condenser section.
A small plug may also disappear, in two cases. (i) When the
plug moves over a dry area, it may spend all its liquid for the
film deposition. (ii) When it remains still and there is intense
evaporation on its meniscus. However such an event is much
less likely.
A typical PHP start-up and functioning is illustrated by Fig.3.
The average temperature remains stable within ±1 ◦ C during a
long period of time. An insert shows that the start-up lasts less
than 5 s.
One of the main results of this study is the absence of the
multibranch PHP start-up without bubble generation. Whatever
is Pe , the oscillation starts initially but chain bubble coalescence
occurs and, eventually, all the liquid gathers in a single plug;
its oscillations decline quickly. This seems to be an effect of
the tube heat conduction. When the wall temperature was imposed and varied stepwise from condenser to evaporator [12],
this chain bubble coalescence was observed for a heating power
larger than a threshold. However the PHP start-up was possible
in the absence of bubble generation for some temperature differences. The start-up of the single branch PHP is also possible
in the heat conducting tube in the absence of bubble generation [16] probably because the average pressure inside PHP is
imposed: the single branch PHP has an open end.

e,i

According to the assumption 6, the vapor mass change of the
ith bubble caused by the phase change at the meniscus (more
precisely, at a meniscus part adjacent to the wall) is
i
Um πdLm h
(6)
(T w (Xil ) + T w (Xir ) − 2T sat,i
ṁm,i =
hlv
Total mass change rate ṁi for the i-th bubble:
N +1

e,i
ṁi = ṁm,i + ṁ f c,i

+

Ne,i
X

r,k
k
(ṁl,k
f e,i + ṁ f e,i + ṁ f c,i );

(7)

k=1

The temperature T w is determined from the equation [16]
∂T w
∂2 T w
jw
= Dw 2 +
∂t
ρw cw
∂x
solved within the evaporator and adiabatic section, where
 P
e

π 
 N p Le − q f luid d if x ∈ evaporator,
jw =


S w −q f luid d
if x ∈ adiab. sec.,

Le = La = Lc = 0.1 m
Np = 5
L f b = 2 cm
φ = 0.5
d = 3 mm
4 mm
T c = 22◦ C
Water
Hastelloy
0.1 ms
2 mm
δ f = 40 µm
Lthr = 10 µm
Lnucl = 300 µm

(8)

(9)

where S w is the tube material cross-section area. The heat flux
q f luid = U f luid (x)[T w (x) − T f luid (x)] is transferred from the internal tube wall to the fluid, where



Ti,
if x ∈ dry area,




(10)
T f luid (x) = 
T sat,i , if x ∈ film,




T l (x), if x ∈ liquid.

The heat exchange coefficient U f luid is either Uv = Nuv λv /d,
U f or Ul = Nul λl /d for the respective regions; Nuv = 6 [10],
Nul ≃ 4 characteristic for the laminar single phase flow. The
temperature T w (x) = T c within the condenser. The PHP material properties used in simulation are shown in Table 1. Initially, several equidistant bubbles are distributed along the PHP;
T w (t = 0) = T c .
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Figure 3: Time evolution of the averaged over evaporator temperature T e . The
time averaged T e value hT e i = 25.8◦ C is shown in red in the inserts. The PHP
thermal resistance calculated with it is 0.14 K/W.

3.1. Start-up and bubble generation

Figure 5: Time evolution of bubble end coordinates in the 9th and 10th
branches. Each pair of solid lines corresponds to a bubble, i. e. to the temporal
variation of its Xl and Xr . Each starting (i.e. opening to the right) cusp point
corresponds to the bubble generation at a hot spot. Each ending (i.e. opening
to the left) cusp point corresponds to the bubble disappearance.

4.794 s
4.674 s
4.640 s
4.622 s

1.25

x (m)

tion. This shows the mechanism of oscillation sustainment by
bubble generation.
Because of the pressure rise discussed above, some of newly
created bubbles may disappear (recondense) soon after creation
once they reach a cooler condenser or adiabatic section. The
bubble disappearance can be identified in Fig. 5 by the lines
converging in a cusp (encircled in blue in condenser and in
black in adiabatic section).

1.2

Figure 4: An example of multiple bubble generation in the evaporator of the
9-th branch (2nd from the top in Fig. 1 corresponding to 1.2 m< x < 1.25 m)
at Pe = 60 W. The color significance is the same as in Fig. 1. Arrows show the
direction of motion of the rightmost liquid plug.

When the bubble generation criterion (assumption 9) is satisfied, the bubble generation starts. If the wall is hot enough,
many bubbles may be generated one after another at the same
hot spot so that “bubble trains” are formed, cf. Fig.4 where the
hot spot situates at x ≃ 1.21 m. This event can be seen in
Fig. 5 where the time evolution of the left and right ends (Xl ,
Xr ) of many bubbles is shown for the same case as in Fig.4.
For any particular newly born bubble, one can easily identify
the left and right bubble ends in Fig. 5 because they form a divergent cusp point at the birth moment (encircled in red). As
mentioned before, Xli ≤ Xri so the vertical distance between Xri
and Xli curves defines the variable in time bubble length. The
plug length (the distance between Xli+1 and Xri ) can vary because of the meniscus phase change and because of the liquid
film deposition by the receding plug meniscus if the other end
advances along the dry wall.
Bubble birth and growth consume the latent heat so the bubble generating hot spot eventually cools down and the bubble
generation ends. This is visible in Fig. 5. Right after generation, the velocity of the bubble train coincides with that of the
parent plug. After the birth, the bubbles grow in the evaporator. The growth of a bubble in evaporator causes compression
of the neighboring bubbles and the direction of plug motion can
be inverted (cf. Fig.4 for t = 4.794 s). This inversion can be
also seen in Fig.5 where the slope of curves (defining the plug
velocity) changes its sign. Such an inversion means an oscilla-

3.2. PHP dry-out
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Figure 6: Tube wall temperature for Pe = 360 W averaged over evaporator:
dry-out dynamics. The images of evaporator are shown for two different times
(t = 2 and 4 s) to illustrate the dry area growth dynamics.

The accurate description of dry spots allows us to simulate
the complete PHP halt by dry-out that occurs when Pe exceeds
a threshold. At a larger Pe , after a short transient, film length
begins to decrease in the evaporator and large dry spots (white
areas in the evaporator shown in Fig.6) grow. Within the dry
5

Our simulations reproduce at least qualitatively many physical phenomena observed experimentally in transparent PHPs.
One needs to perform more detailed studies to make comparisons with experimental data.
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Figure 7: Temperature distribution along the third PHP branch indicated by an
arrow in Fig. 6 for Pe = 360 W, t = 4 s. The same image is enlarged above
the curve to indicate the position of film-covered (violet), liquid plug-covered
(blue) and dry (white) areas.
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4. Conclusions
We discuss here a theoretical model and numerical simulations of multi-branch PHPs in horizontal orientation (with no
gravity influence) including the effects of heat conduction by
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equilibrium but they disappear soon because all liquid plugs coalesce. This behavior is different from the earlier studied case
of the imposed evaporator and condenser temperatures with no
tube heat conduction where the PHP start-up was possible [12].
In the presence of bubble generation, the oscillations of large
amplitude are stable at long times. A mechanism of the oscillation sustainment by the bubble generation is revealed.
The present simulations can describe the PHP dryout. When
the heating power is larger than a threshold, the stable oscillation do not start-up. The liquid films disappear in the evaporator
and its temperature rises steeply; the oscillations stop.
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